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Abstract: The paper presents relationship between the Standardised Precipitation Index (SPI) and physiological responses of individual trees in a beech stand using an example of an experimental plot in Bienska valley (Zvolen, Slovakia).
SPI is a widely used tool for monitoring both short-term and long-term droughts, and for the assessments of drought impacts on agriculture. Due to the complex ecosystem bonds, monitoring of drought in forests often requires a sophisticated
technological approach. The aim of the paper was to correlate the SPI on the physiological responses of trees that were
recorded during the performed physiological research (sap flow, and stem circumference increment) at the site in the
growing seasons (May to September) of the years 2012–2014. The results revealed a relationship between the index and
the physiological responses, although the problem with the impact of other environmental factors has also come up. The
secondary correlation, in which soil water potential that significantly affects physiological responses of forest tree species was used as a dependent variable, showed a tighter relationship with the SPI. We found the highest correlation between the soil water potential and the values of SPI aggregated for five weeks. This indicates that the beech forest has a
five week resistance to drought stress. The results also enable simple monitoring of the initiation of the drought stress by
applying SPI for five weeks.
Keywords: Drought; Physiological responses; Beech; Standardised Precipitation Index; Soil water potential.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the ongoing non-specific and often unforeseeable
changes in the climate system of the Earth, drought as a dangerous hydro-meteorological phenomenon, is increasingly
becoming in the centre of the scientific interest, and also of the
business, political, and public awareness (Botterill and Hayes,
2012; Lichner et al., 2014; Olesen et al., 2011). This is due to a
wide range of severe impacts of drought on agricultural sector,
water management, and dependent industries. Sivakumar et al.
(2005) present that from the point of the impact risks, drought
is the second most dangerous from the natural hazards at a
global scale. Several historical records (Büntgen et al., 2007,
2010) have also confirmed that drought is an extremely dangerous phenomenon in the Central European region.
Despite the fact that the greatest damages caused by drought
occur mainly in the agricultural sector (Eitzinger et al., 2013;
Trnka et al., 2014), forestry has also been significantly affected
(Charru et al., 2010; Hlásny et al., 2014). In forest ecosystems,
drought causes direct losses in wood production, affects the
utilisation of non-productive forest functions, disrupts ecological bonds and trophic structures, increases the risk of forest
fires, and acts as a significant predisposing factor of the stand
attack by harmful insects and pathogens (Allen et al., 2010;
Granier et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2013). Furthermore, largescale forest coverage changes have significant impacts on hydrological cycle although they may not be easy to identify by
runoff indices (e.g., Holko et al., 2011). Early warning against
these risks in forest ecosystems remains a challenge. In contrast
to agricultural crops, which most frequently follow an annual
production cycle with relatively controllable energy and material flows, long-lasting forest ecosystems are more structured
and less controllable. Monitoring and prediction of drought in
forest is more complex and often requires sophisticated tech-
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nical solution and simultaneously there is a number of key
information gaps and scientific uncertainties (Allen et al.,
2010). Due to this, the operative monitoring used in systems of
early warning becomes limited. Considering the abovementioned facts, our attempt in the presented paper was to
correlate the Standardised Precipitation Index (SPI) with selected physiological responses of forest ecosystems under drought
stress conditions using a trial beech stand situated in Bienska
valley (Central Slovakia). The aim of the paper is to outline the
possibilities of using the Standardised Precipitation Index for
drought monitoring in forests. Sap flow and transpiration as key
indicators reflecting tree water status, play a major role in the
research of drought impact on plants. At the same time, soil
water availability and weather conditions were repeatedly identified as essential for tree growth and seasonal differences in
stem circumferences (Chirino et al., 2011; Ježík et al., 2011;
Konôpka et al., 2014).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Area specification
The correlation of the Standardised Precipitation Index with
physiological responses of tree species was performed using the
data from the research plot in Bienska valley (Zvolen, Slovakia)
representing the years 2012–2014. The examined tree species
was European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.). The experiment was
carried out on individual trees in the mature 65-year-old stand
situated at an elevation of 450 m above sea level. Geological
substrate of the study area is composed mainly of volcanic
parent material (andesite and andesitic tuffs). Soil at the research plot is classified as Haplic Cambisol (Humic, Eutric,
Endoskeletic, Siltic). The textural class of the fine earth fraction
is qualified as silt loam in the topsoil (upper 30–35 cm) or loam
in the subsoil. Only few coarse rock fragments are in the upper
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horizons, but abundant coarse gravel and stones are present in
the subsoil (70–80% in C horizon). Higher content of coarse
fragments is in the lower part of the research plot. The abundance of roots in the upper 35–40 cm of soil is relatively high.
Only very few roots are present deeper in B/C and C horizons
(Sitková et al., 2014).
Measured physiological and soil moisture characteristics
From the physiological characteristics, sap flow and stem
circumference increment of six sample trees (with average
diameter 32 cm and 25.4 m) were assessed. These characteristics were measured using automatic instruments produced by
the company of EMS Brno, CZ: SapFlow system EMS51A
based on trunk heat balance method (Čermák et al., 2004) and
Dendrometer DRL26. One set of sap flow system and one band
dendrometer were installed on each tree trunk. The dendrometer was mounted at height 2.5 m.
Sap flow values were measured in liters per hour per centimeter of stem circumference (L.h–1.cm–1). The values for the
whole stem of each tree were obtained multiplying by circumference (L.h–1). Average values of sap flow were calculated as
the arithmetic mean of sample trees. We evaluated only the
growing seasons (May to September) of the above-mentioned
years.
As a derived characteristic of drought, soil water potential
(SWP) was also measured at the research plot. This characteristic was measured by standard measuring equipment using gypsum blocks (Delmhorst Inc., USA) and MicroLog SP3 datalogger (EMS Brno, CZ). Three soil water potential probes were
deployed. Each probe conducted measurement at three soil
depths (15, 30 and 50 cm). SWP values used in this study were
calculated as mean value of the SWP from the above mentioned
soil depths.
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where x is precipitation amount in (mm) at a certain time scale,
α represents a shape parameter, β is a scale parameter and Γ(α)
defines a gamma function. The distribution function, from
which probabilities can be obtained, is:
x
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However, because the gamma function is undefined for x =
0, cumulative probability H(x) is calculated as follows:
H ( x ) = q + (1 − q ) G ( x )

(4)

m
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which m is the number of zeros in precipitation time series n.
Finally, the cumulative probability H(x) is converted to the
standard normal variable (Z) or the SPI value using an approximation provided by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965):
where q is the probability of a zero, and is estimated by
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Meteorological data

where:

Meteorological data were obtained from two sources. The
first source were the measurements from the automatic meteorological station located directly at the research plot (period
2012–2014). To derive the Standardised Precipitation Index
(described in following section), long-term data series (period
1961–2014) from a nearby meteorological station of the Slovak
Hydro-meteorological Institute (SHMI) situated in Sliač was
used. Meteorological station Sliač is located approximately 6.2
km northeast of the research plot. The station altitude is 313
meters above sea level. The comparability of the meteorological data from these two stations was confirmed with the test of
equality of averages for the precipitation total. The test showed
high compliance rate at a significance level of α = 0.05.
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c0 = 2.515517
c1 = 0.802853
c 2 = 0.010328
d1 = 1.432788
d 2 = 0.189269
d 3 = 0.001308

(9)

Standardised Precipitation Index
In order to fulfil the objective of the paper, the Standardised
Precipitation Index (SPI) was used (McKee et al., 1995). The
SPI is based on precipitation data and has the flexibility to
detect both short- and long-term precipitation deficits. According to the methodology of McKee et al. (1995), the unique
feature of the SPI is that the index can be used to monitor conditions on a variety of time scales. Due to this, it is possible to
evaluate diverse impacts of drought from agricultural to hydrological sectors (Hayes et al., 1999; Wilhelmi et al., 2008;
Wilhite and Glanz, 1985). To compute SPI long-term precipitation data series are fitted to a gamma probability distribution
function as follows:

So the SPI represents a z-score, or the number of standard
deviations above or below that an event is from the mean. In
other words, the SPI represents a cumulative probability (for
specified time scale) in relation to the base period for which the
gamma parameters were estimated. In Table 1 are described
values of the SPI with corresponding cumulative probability
and with appropriate classification of the severity by McKee et
al. (1995). The SPI has been applied in a number of international works dealing with the research of drought impacts on
ecological environmental conditions (Kim et al., 2014; Moreira
et al., 2008; Nam et al., 2015).
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Table 1. Categories of the SPI based on the SPI value.
SPI values
≥2
1.5 to 1.99
1.0 to 1.49
–0.99 to 0.99
–1.49 to –1.0
–1.99 to –1.5
≤ –2

Category
Extremely wet
Severely wet
Moderately wet
Near normal
Moderately dry
Severely dry
Extremely dry

Cumulative probability
≥0.9772
0.9332 to 0.9772
0.8413 to 0.9332
0.1587 to 0.8413
0.0668 to 0.1587
0.0228 to 0.0668
≤0.0228

Correlation between the SPI and physiological
characteristics
The correlation of the Standardised Precipitation Index with
physiological responses was performed using the method of
correlation analysis by searching for the highest correlation
rates between the values of the SPI (on various time scales) and
physiological responses (stem circumference increment, sap
flow, and soil water potential – as a derived drought characteristic). The initial time step in the correlation analysis was one
month. Further, we analysed also two- and three- month SPI.
However, correlation rates varied between 0.1 (for one month
SPI) to 0.05 (for three- month SPI) by stem circumference
increment and 0.01 (for one month SPI) to 0.06 (for threemonth SPI) by sap flow respectively. Because of the low correlations we determined that it is necessary to work with a weekly
time-step. Therefore, the process of increasing correlation then
continued using SPI with a weekly time-step (SPI W). In the
case of physiological characteristics, we evaluated a weekly
total. These values were correlated with SPI W for the same
week, however on specific time scale. By relationship between
SPI W and soil water potential, the average daily value of the
soil water potential of the last day in evaluated time step of the
SPI were used. The highest possible level of correlation and
statistical significance between the variables was obtained by
the gradual extension of the time scale. Particularly time scale
(aggregations) of SPI W for: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 weeks were
evaluated.
Because weekly time-step of the Standardised Precipitation
Index (SPI W) was applied, further analyses on normality of the
SPI W were conducted using Shapiro-Wilk test. Wu et al.
(2007) described the problem by drought analyses using shortterm (weekly time-step) SPI. Because of the SPI specific calculation, weekly time-step could be problematic in low precipitation situations. In these cases, the SPI tend to over-estimate low
precipitation. From the mathematical point of view, the SPI
values are lower bounded when a high frequency of zero values
(no precipitation cases) occurs, what leads to a non-normally

distributed SPI. We tested only SPI W for four and five weeks
(for each week in growing season), because the best correlations were found on this time scales, as described in results. We
found that the SPI W aggregated for 4 weeks is non-normally
distributed in the 25th and 27th week of year and SPI W aggregated for 5 weeks has this problem in the 26th and 27th week of
year (Fig. 1). Because this could lead in to the bias in correlation analyses, these weeks (time-steps) were not used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Climatological characteristics of the vegetation seasons
2012–2014
All months of the vegetation seasons were characterised by
mean air temperature above long-term mean 1961–1990 (normal), except August 2014. Mean monthly temperature of this
month was 0.2°C below normal. The warmest vegetation season was 2012. Deviation of mean air temperature of this vegetation period ranged from +2.4°C in May to +3.4°C in August
compared to normal. On the contrary the coldest vegetation
season was 2014. Deviation of mean air temperature ranged
from –0.2°C in August to +1.8°C in July compared to normal.
Despite this, the mean air temperature of this vegetation season
was 0.9°C higher than normal. Driest vegetation season was
2012 with precipitation total of 283 mm (from May to September) compared to precipitation normal of 350 mm. Vegetation
season of 2014 was unusually wet (534 mm). Climatological
characteristics of the vegetation seasons 2012–2014 are described in Fig. 2.
Sap flow in relation to SPI
Sap flow is highly related to transpiration which is one of the
fundamental physiological expressions of plants. The impact of
drought on plant transpiration is an up-to-date question (Betsch
et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2009; Klein et al., 2014), but the
attempt to examine the correlations between transpiration rate
of tree species and drought indices is relatively novel. Due to
the high level of resistance and resilience of tree species against
drought (with regard to the physiognomy of tree species starting from "water management" up to the depth of the rooting
system), the expected effect of soil water shortage became
evident only after several consecutive weeks characterised by
the continuous meteorological drought. By gradual testing of
correlations we reached the maximum level of R2 = 0.082 for a
three-week SPI (W3) at a significance level α = 0.05. Despite
the significant impact of precipitation on sap flow, the small
value of the correlation indicates that there are other

Fig. 1. SPI non-normality distribution plots. The x-axis depicts the week of the year. The y-axis shows the weekly time scale of the SPI.
White circles represent weeks with normally distributed SPI and black circles denote non-normal distribution.
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Fig. 2. Monthly means of air temperature (AT) and precipitation totals (P) in vegetation seasons 2012–2014 compare to the long-term mean
(normal) of 1961–1990.

Fig. 3. Seasonal course of daily sap flow variations (SF), cumulative circumference increment (INC) and soil water potential (SWP) in
respect to precipitation (P) during vegetation seasons of 2012–2014.

found for SPI W (week step of SPI) for four weeks. The correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.2169 (α = 0.05) (Fig. 4) indicates a
closer relationship compared to sap flow (R2 = 0.082 (α = 0.05),
although the correlation coefficient is still small.
INC 1W = 0.210081 + 0.10239 * SPI W4
R = 0.4658; Rsquared = 0.2169; p = 0.0007
1.2
1
INC 1W [mm]

environmental variables affecting the level of sap flow. This
statement seems to be contradicting, since soil water deficit (as
a result of the lack of precipitation) is a limiting factor for transpiration (Kučera et al. 2011; Matejka et al. 2009; Tesař et al.
2006, 2007). However these authors state that in situations with
sufficient water supply the transpiration is driven by evaporative demand of atmosphere (vapour pressure deficit) and global
radiation. Thus low transpiration rates occur also in rainy periods (situations with sufficient soil water supply). It is because
of high water vapour pressure (low vapour pressure deficit) and
low intensity of global radiation during rainy weather. This is
confirmed also in Fig. 3. This could be the reason of low correlation of SPI and sap flow. Based on this result we can conclude that it is not possible to estimate the limitations of sap
flow rate of beech from SPI. In other words, the SPI is not a
good indicator of sap flow rate. This, however, does not say
anything about the impact of the drought on transpiration.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-2

Stem circumference increment in relation to SPI
Stem increment is a production characteristic that is extremely important in relation to drought. Examining the correlations between one-week-long circumference increments and
SPI is therefore scientifically and practically interesting.
The highest correlation between increments and SPI values was

-1

0
SPI W4 value

1

2

Fig. 4. Correlation between Standardised Precipitation Index aggregated for four weeks (SPI W4) and one-week circumference
increment (INC 1W).
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It is therefore evident that the increment as an ecological and
production characteristic is more sensitive to drought stress
represented by the SPI. The attempts to increase correlations by
changing the time step of SPI W led to lower correlation rates.
The results confirm that the increment of tree species is not
only the function of precipitation, but similarly to transpiration
it is a phenomenon affected by multiple factors. However, it is
evident that the circumference increment was significantly
lower in the driest vegetation period 2012 than in the wet vegetation season of 2014 (Fig. 3). With a certain level of caution,
the results indicate that the drought begins to have an impact on
beech increment after four consecutive weeks with a continuous
lack of precipitation.
Soil water potential in relation to SPI

Considering the above-mentioned loose relationships between the SPI and physiological characteristics, we decided to
perform a secondary parametrisation in the form of assessing
the impact of the Standardised Precipitation Index on soil water
potential. This solution is based upon the published results
(Ježík et al., 2015; Sitková et al., 2014) that confirmed the
significant impact of soil water potential (which in the figurative sense means drought) on physiological responses of tree
species, in our case European beech. The search for the highest
correlation followed the methodological procedure presented
above. The highest correlation was found between the weekly
average values of soil water potential and SPI W for five weeks
(Fig. 5).
SPI W5 = 1.02947 - 2.3636 * SWP
R = -0.8373; Rsquared = 0.7011; p = 0.0000
3

SPI W5 value

2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
SWP [-MPa]

0.8

1

1.2

Fig. 5. Correlation between soil water potential (SWP) and Standardised Precipitation Index for five weeks (SPI W5).

This relationship was significant at α = 0.05, R2 = 0.7011,
which indicates close relationship between soil water potential
and SPI. The correlation of index and soil water potential
showed that the value of soil water potential decreases after five
consecutive weeks with continuous meteorological drought.
The result of the secondary correlation can be considered as a
threshold for the start of the drought stress in a stand typical of
site at Bienska valley, which represents forest ecosystems of the
Slovak Republic, situated at mid-elevations. Hence, we conclude that a value of SPI W aggregated for five weeks can be
used to determine the beginning of the drought in beech forests
situated at mid-elevations in Slovakia. This simple method
could be used to identify the beginning of the drought stress in
beech forests using the meteorological index of SPI.
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CONCLUSIONS

The paper deals with the relationship of SPI with physiological responses of tree species at the forested site of Bienska
valley (Zvolen, Slovakia). We found that the secondary parameterisation of the Standardised Precipitation Index on soil
water potential (as a driver of plant physiological responses) led
to relatively conclusive results. These can be summarised as
follows: the studied forest ecosystem response to drought began
to be evident after five consecutive weeks of the continuous
meteorological drought expressed by the SPI for five weeks
(SPI W5). This temporal resistance has been also confirmed by
assessing of stem increment. It indicates the resistance of an
ecosystem for five weeks after which the first symptoms of
drought in beech forests become evident. This allows us to
apply the outcomes for monitoring the beginning of drought in
beech forests using a simple SPI drought index and check if this
simple method provides reasonable results also in other study
areas. Direct impact of the drought on physiological responses
of beech, i.e. the dominant species of forest ecosystems at midelevations, was partially confirmed by stem circumference
increment.
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